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Information Topographies Are Wildly Diverse

Information Architectures are remarkably complex
Mergers and Acquisitions greatly complicate this
New and imminent regulations raise the stakes
Unstructured and semistructured data add difficulty
Data Lakes have thrown another wrench in the works
Manual efforts to address these challenges will fail
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Share your plans with 
key stakeholders!

Good communication
helps to ensure success!
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WHERE’S THE DATA? LET YOUR 
DATA CATALOG FIND IT

VP of Product Marketing
Paul Brunet

Data catalogs and data governance, bringing order to the chaos 
of today’s far-reaching information architectures
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Digital disruptions are happening faster than ever

8%
Of companies believe their
business model will remain
economically viable through
digitization

Source: McKinsey, Why digital strategies fail, January 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Digital] Competition of this nature already has siphoned off 40 percent of incumbents’ revenue growth and 25 percent of their growth in earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT). Examples:Travel AgenciesRide sharing servicesBanking/LoansCloud ServicesRetailInsuranceJohn Deere Example:  Staying ahead. Farming-equipment manufacturer John Deere is responding to the potential for digital entrants to sweep up value as sensors, data analytics, and artificial intelligence boost farming productivity beyond what has been feasible previously. That could commoditize farming “hardware” such as tractors and harvesting equipment. John Deere is trying to stay ahead of this shift by creating a data-driven service business that collects soil samples and analyzes weather patterns to help farmers optimize crop yields. Sensors in tractors and other machinery provide data for predictive maintenance; automated sprinkler systems sync up with weather data; and an open software platform lets third parties build new service apps. As the company’s chairman and chief executive officer, Samuel R. Allen, told shareholders recently, “Precision agriculture may evolve to a point that farmers will be able to monitor, manage, and measure the status of virtually every plant in the field.” Although still in the early days, the company’s moves position it to lead in the new business of data-enabled agriculture while differentiating its traditional products and services. [Quote from Article.  John Deere is Collibra Client]Bonus Data:Research on economic profit distribution highlights the existence of a power curve that has been getting steeper over the past decade or so and is characterized by big winners and losers at the top and bottom, respectively.  McKinsey research on digital revenue growth, meanwhile, shows it turning sharply negative for the bottom three quartiles of companies, while increasing for the top quartile. The negative effects of digital competition on a company’s growth in earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA), meanwhile, are twice as large for the bottom three-quarters of companies as for those at the top. Essentially, growth will be more consolidated with fewer companies at the top.
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Finding the ‘data engagement’ sweet spot
Balance of offense/defense, control/freedom

Defense

Offense

Freedom

Unit and function growth stifled 
by suboptimal data availability

Redundant, inefficient 
growth initiatives.

Uncontrolled proliferation 
increases risk

Excessive defensive control 
threatens survival of business

Control

Model Source: Thomas H. Davenport, 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on Article here: https://hbr.org/2017/05/whats-your-data-strategyThis visual only exists in webinar (minute 29:37) which is here: https://hbr.org/webinar/2017/04/whats-your-data-strategy These notes cover two chart buildBelow are details on the article from HBR and different points you can call out about the idea of Data Offense and Defense.  This model not in the article itself but in a webinar he gave in support of the article.  In order optimize the impact of data and analytics across the before mentioned functions, need to find the balance … the sweet spot of offense and defense, control and flexibility.  He refers to it as ‘data management’ sweet spot.  I would like to call it the data engagement sweet spot since we need to be about putting it into action.  We have tried different initiatives to find this sweet spot.Early on we had centralized reporting.  This allowed organizations to get out data about the business to a limited audience, but in a consistent fashion, often controlling its distribution.  This approach was very limiting in the flexibility needed by the business.  Over the last 5-10 years there has been push on expanding the focus on more offense with the advent of BI tools and Self-service analytics.  This expanded the flexibility and reach to include the data scientist and business analyst. But we were still missing huge populations of folks internally and externally who could benefit from the assets.  And there was broader set of assets being created.  Next under the flag of data freedom, organizations rolled out data lake initiatives in an attempt to get the data assets out to the masses.  The challenge here is that there was little organization or context on the data … so where does that leave us?*********************The premise came after reading the Article ‘What’s your Data Strategy’ published in the Harvard Business Review in May/June of 2017.  It was written by Leandro DalleMule (CDO for AIG) and Thomas Davenport (President’s Distinguished Professor of Information Technology and Management at Babson College, the co-founder of the International Institute for Analytics, a Fellow of the MIT Initiative on the Digital Economy, and a Senior Advisor to Deloitte Analytics. He teaches analytics and big data in executive programs at Babson, Harvard Business School, MIT Sloan School, and Boston University.) In it, they layout the concept of there being an offensive and defensive posture on how we view and use Data (Defense vs. Offense) … which got me thinking, why not both … why do we have to look at these as in contrast to each other?  If you continue to read, their approach requires companies to make considered trade-offs between “defensive” and “offensive” uses of data and between control and flexibility in its use.  Others have built on this thought and continue to push that it is an either/or question … Collibra’s POV is that at it is always a balance … or more importantly, that the value of investments on using data in new, innovative ways will be wasted without a strong understanding and trust in the supporting assets.Their definition is included on the enclosed table.  Defense:Key Objectives – Ensure data security, privacy, integrity, quality, regulatory compliance and governanceCore Activities – Optimize Data extraction, standardization, storage and accessData Management Orientation – ControlEnabling Architecture – SSOT (Single source of truth)Offense:Key Objective – Improve competitive position and profitabilityCore Activities – Optimize data analytics, modeling, visualization, transformation and enrichmentData management Orientation – FlexibilityEnabling Architecture – MVOTs (Multiple versions of the truth)We are in complete agreement and see it across our customers that they want to be more aggressive on use the sue of the data they have (and extend it to reports, metrics, models, etc.) it for improved competitive position and new revenue streams.  This has been the foundation of the movement to digital transformation. [This leads into conversation on the next slide] A couple of key points to highlight: Defense is not just about control, but about trust … trust in understanding, trust in use and trust with the provider of the data. They also introduce that there can be multiple variations of the truth vs. in defense that it is just about a single version of the truth.  This is also something to build on … We should look at it not by ‘truth’ but is how we define our terms. An example: Definition of the term revenue … do we look at it from a GAAP or non-GAPP? Is it revenue from new customers or all revenue? Is it how marketing views it or on how we compensate our sales teams?  Defensive/Good Governance signs a light onto these differences, as compared to forcing a single definition as the writers allude to.Additional stats included in the article: Cross-industry studies show that on average, less than half of an organization’s structured data is actively used in making decisionsless than 1% of its unstructured data is analyzed or used at allMore than 70% of employees have access to data they should not80% of analysts’ time is spent simply discovering and preparing data. 
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Finding the ‘data engagement’ sweet spot
Balance of offense/defense, control/freedom

Defense

Offense

Freedom

Unit and function growth stifled 
by suboptimal data availability

Redundant, inefficient 
growth initiatives.

Uncontrolled proliferation 
increases risk

Excessive defensive control 
threatens survival of business

Centralized
Reporting

Unfettered
Data Lake

Control

Self-service
Analytics

Model Source: Thomas H. Davenport, 2017 + Collibra

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on Article here: https://hbr.org/2017/05/whats-your-data-strategyThis visual only exists in webinar (minute 29:37) which is here: https://hbr.org/webinar/2017/04/whats-your-data-strategy These notes cover two chart buildBelow are details on the article from HBR and different points you can call out about the idea of Data Offense and Defense.  This model not in the article itself but in a webinar he gave in support of the article.  In order optimize the impact of data and analytics across the before mentioned functions, need to find the balance … the sweet spot of offense and defense, control and flexibility.  He refers to it as ‘data management’ sweet spot.  I would like to call it the data engagement sweet spot since we need to be about putting it into action.  We have tried different initiatives to find this sweet spot.Early on we had centralized reporting.  This allowed organizations to get out data about the business to a limited audience, but in a consistent fashion, often controlling its distribution.  This approach was very limiting in the flexibility needed by the business.  Over the last 5-10 years there has been push on expanding the focus on more offense with the advent of BI tools and Self-service analytics.  This expanded the flexibility and reach to include the data scientist and business analyst. But we were still missing huge populations of folks internally and externally who could benefit from the assets.  And there was broader set of assets being created.  Next under the flag of data freedom, organizations rolled out data lake initiatives in an attempt to get the data assets out to the masses.  The challenge here is that there was little organization or context on the data … so where does that leave us?*********************The premise came after reading the Article ‘What’s your Data Strategy’ published in the Harvard Business Review in May/June of 2017.  It was written by Leandro DalleMule (CDO for AIG) and Thomas Davenport (President’s Distinguished Professor of Information Technology and Management at Babson College, the co-founder of the International Institute for Analytics, a Fellow of the MIT Initiative on the Digital Economy, and a Senior Advisor to Deloitte Analytics. He teaches analytics and big data in executive programs at Babson, Harvard Business School, MIT Sloan School, and Boston University.) In it, they layout the concept of there being an offensive and defensive posture on how we view and use Data (Defense vs. Offense) … which got me thinking, why not both … why do we have to look at these as in contrast to each other?  If you continue to read, their approach requires companies to make considered trade-offs between “defensive” and “offensive” uses of data and between control and flexibility in its use.  Others have built on this thought and continue to push that it is an either/or question … Collibra’s POV is that at it is always a balance … or more importantly, that the value of investments on using data in new, innovative ways will be wasted without a strong understanding and trust in the supporting assets.Their definition is included on the enclosed table.  Defense:Key Objectives – Ensure data security, privacy, integrity, quality, regulatory compliance and governanceCore Activities – Optimize Data extraction, standardization, storage and accessData Management Orientation – ControlEnabling Architecture – SSOT (Single source of truth)Offense:Key Objective – Improve competitive position and profitabilityCore Activities – Optimize data analytics, modeling, visualization, transformation and enrichmentData management Orientation – FlexibilityEnabling Architecture – MVOTs (Multiple versions of the truth)We are in complete agreement and see it across our customers that they want to be more aggressive on use the sue of the data they have (and extend it to reports, metrics, models, etc.) it for improved competitive position and new revenue streams.  This has been the foundation of the movement to digital transformation. [This leads into conversation on the next slide] A couple of key points to highlight: Defense is not just about control, but about trust … trust in understanding, trust in use and trust with the provider of the data. They also introduce that there can be multiple variations of the truth vs. in defense that it is just about a single version of the truth.  This is also something to build on … We should look at it not by ‘truth’ but is how we define our terms. An example: Definition of the term revenue … do we look at it from a GAAP or non-GAPP? Is it revenue from new customers or all revenue? Is it how marketing views it or on how we compensate our sales teams?  Defensive/Good Governance signs a light onto these differences, as compared to forcing a single definition as the writers allude to.Additional stats included in the article: Cross-industry studies show that on average, less than half of an organization’s structured data is actively used in making decisionsless than 1% of its unstructured data is analyzed or used at allMore than 70% of employees have access to data they should not80% of analysts’ time is spent simply discovering and preparing data. . 
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We are making the situation worse
The ‘data engagement gap’

14% 20%
25% 24% 21%

Source: MIT Sloan Management Review, Using Analytics to Improve Customer Engagement, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year, Three-quarters of respondents reported more access to useful data compared with the previous year. This is the sixth year in a row that at least 70% of respondents have agreed that their access to useful data has increased from the prior year. But many companies are still struggling to extract actionable insights from this mushrooming store- house. Notably, the gap between more access to useful data and the ability to develop practicable insights has doubled, from 14% in 2012 to 28% in 2017. Only 49% of respondents in 2017 reported being able to use data to guide future strategy, compared with 55% in 2016.  We call this the DATA ENGAGEMENT GAP.  What does it take to close this Gap between ACCESS and INSIGHTS … a focus on ENGAGEMENT.This disparity points to the critical distinction be- tween data collection and analytics. Robust amounts of data are essential for providing sufficient input, but more data in and of itself cannot provide value to the organization — and may, in fact, add confusion. “I don’t think the relationship between more data and action is a linear one,” explains Lori Bieda, head of the Analytics Centre of Excellence, Personal and Business Bank, Canada, at the Bank of Montreal.  “Our ‘customer journey’ data set, which shows how customers engage with our brands across all touch- points, grew from 65 terabytes to 98 terabytes in just eight months,” says Bieda. “Although it was rich and interesting, we had to contrast that data with other sources such as research and ultimately contextualize it. This process can yield conflicting information, and that can become confusing.”  [From Report.  RBC is Collibra Customer]Additional Data Point:Between 2016 and 2017, the share of organizations reporting that analytics creates a competitive advantage rose 2 percentage points to 59%.  This is still below levels of 2012-2014 (67%, 66%, 61%) … dropped to 51% in 2015, 57% in 2016.
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Catalogs are valuable, but gaps remain

DATA LAKE CATALOG
BI ANALYTICS & 

REPORTING
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Value of data engagement within your strategy
DATA LAKE

Data Lake Governance Catalog & Experience Catalog w/Governance

BI ANALYTICS & 
REPORTING

DATA
ENGAGEMENT

WITH
GOVERNANCE

UNDERSTAND FIND TRUST

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How should you think about data engagement in regards to you Data and Analytics efforts?  As I mentioned earlier there are two ways we see organizations approach the problem … left to right or right to left.  Let me talk about from the Data Lake perspective.Many early data lake projects were focused on taking as much internal sources of data and putting them in the lake to make them easier to access to what was thought to be a broader population.  The challenge was that there was limited planning done with the business on priority and most important sources to focus on.  Additionally, not much ‘color’ was included on the data assets … only what was already tagged to the system.  Therefore the data consumer was overwhelmed by the sheer volume of sources, and could do little to UNDERSTAND what a data source was all about.  Additionally, not much was included in regards to the sources and usage of the data (ie. Lineage).  This ended up creating challenges down stream as Analysts and data scientists were looking at quality and impact.  Things all came across as grey.The idea of Data Engagement with Governance is (First) through a collaboration of Business and IT and operating model, focus on what is important and has the greatest impact, as well as simplifies the efforts. (second) enrich the metadata through automation and enhanced through stewards, providing the right level of color to the data, now we have a strong UNDERSTANDING of what the data means.  We can also group data and data sets in a much more logical and usable fashion ... (Third) through the use of a data catalog and rethinking the data experience, we add structure and simplicity so that data consumers can more quickly access the data in a way consummate to the way they prefer (Scientist, search links directly to data … analyst, browse for data sets … casual user, recommendations to an existing report) … which brings up another point, (fourth) a catalog isn’t just for data, includes data, data sets, reports, workbooks, glossaries, algorithms, metrics, etc.) … a full compliment of ‘business’ assets, (fifth) you want to enhance the trust factor on the assets through governance, is it the right data, is the data right, am I supposed to have access, can I use it in this manner, (sixth) I can start to think about publishing this data to my partners, include third party sources (represented by green), (seventh) ensure privacy and transparency with the data provider.This is how I see data engagement with governance working.  This is how we can close the gap between access and insights … with FIND, UNDERSTAND and TRUST.
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Bringing order to the chaos to drive true engagement

Approach
Reach
Value
Trust
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Defining YOUR approach
Moving to a consumption-based focus to close the engagement gap

Capture Refinement Curation Enrichment Certification Broad 
Consumption

Initiatives:
• Request & Acquire
• Register
• Onboard

Initiatives:
• Profile
• Combine
• Clean
• Transform

Initiatives:
• Business Alignment
• EA Alignment (Logical 

Data Models)
• Stewardship

Initiatives:
• Analyze
• Permission
• Provision
• Central  Governance
• Crowdsource

Initiatives:
• Trust
• Measure

Initiatives:
• Experience
• Monetize
• Self-service Governance

Raw Zone Discovery Zone Optimization Zone
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Includes aligning data resources against a 
fragmented landscape

Capture Refinement Curation Enrichment Certification Broad 
Consumption

Data
Data Sets
Algorithms
Models
Notebooks
Glossaries
Dictionaries
Metrics
Role Definitions
Workflows
Lineage
Quality Metrics
Policies
Workbooks
Reports
Visualizations
Dashboards
Certifications
Usage Analytics
Personas 
Personalization
Data Value Metrics
Marketplaces

Data
Data Sets
Algorithms
Models
Notebooks
Glossaries
Dictionaries
Metrics
Role Definitions
Workflows
Lineage
Quality Metrics
Policies
Workbooks
Reports
Visualizations
Dashboards
Certifications
Usage Analytics

Data
Data Sets
Algorithms
Models
Notebooks
Glossaries
Dictionaries
Metrics
Role Definitions
Workflows
Lineage
Quality Metrics
Policies
Workbooks
Reports
Visualizations
Dashboards

Data
Data Sets
Algorithms
Models
Notebooks
Glossaries
Dictionaries
Metrics
Role Definitions
Workflows
Lineage
Quality Metrics
Policies

Data
Data Sets
Algorithms
Models
Notebooks
Glossaries
Dictionaries
Metrics
Role Definitions

Data
Data Sets
Algorithms
Models
Notebooks

Data
Data Sets

Data
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Applying approach across your initiatives
Starts with defining your approach

Actions to take:
• Be prescriptive on your approach.  Don’t define by technology 

categories, that will come later
• Be explicit on what ‘data’ means across your approach
• Map initiatives to your approach to help prioritize and focus

Capture Refinement Curation Enrichment Certification Broad 
Consumption

BI/Analytics

AI/ML Broad Consumption
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Focus
Today

Sample Organization

Source: Gartner, Organizing Your Teams for Modern Data and Analytics Deployment  March, 2017

Closing the Gap: Are we persona driven?  
Consumption needs to be persona driven

ROLE COUNT

Casual User/Data Customer 1000’s

Business Analyst 90

Engineer 10

Scientist 1

Unmet
Value

Channel/Partners ???

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the first challenges in just looking at it through these two layers is through the lens of REACH.  Are we getting to all the audiences?  The enclosed model comes from Gartner.  While today’s tools and approaches have worked well for the Scientist, Engineer and Analyst … they have not served the casual user or what we call the broader data customer well.  Whether it is by terms that we use or the overall experience … are we designing systems of engagement for the 100 or for the 1000?  We need to think differently if we want to serve these individuals who may not be as data literate but are critically important to realizing the value from our data resources.  We must prioritize this idea reach and our thinking of the definition of what is a data customer.
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Data Consumer

Data Provider

Data Enabler

Data Scientist Analyst Business User Business Partner Business Executive

Business Operations Business Partner Purchased Data Consumers

Information Technology

The data citizen cast

Data GovernanceData Stewards Data Privacy
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Business Operations

The extended data citizen cast

Benefits
Admin

Accounts
Payable

MarketingAccounting Recruiting Risk
Mgmt.Procurement

Customer
ServiceSales

Logistics

Fraud
Detection

Technical
Support

Business User
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Aligning your approach and your audience

Champion

Additional Roles

Business Leaders

IT

Business Executive

Data Scientist Analyst

Data Governance Information Technology

CAO

CDO
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Focus on reach as a cornerstone to close the gap

Data Stewards

Actions to take:
• To maximize effectiveness of efforts, map out your data citizens by 

Provider, Consumer and Enabler and align against approach
• Re-examine your definition and expectations of key roles

Capture Refinement Curation Enrichment Certification Broad 
Consumption
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How do we think about value of data? 
Today

What is the 
business 
impact?

Looking for Data

Time Spent (Today)

Analysis
Insights

20%

80%

Looking for Data

Analysis
Insights

Time Spent (Ideal)

80%

20%

Source: Various, IDC, HBR 
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How business users would like to see value

Looking for Data

Analysis
Insights

Marketing: 75% of marketing functions report only marginal return from their digital investments

HR: 70% are increasing investments in “talent analytics”; only 12% getting results

Procurement: Only 20% have a digital strategy; missing on the following … 37% boost in spend 
compliance, 21% increase in savings, 54% better visibility into what the business is spending

Assurance Functions: Slower decision making and greater risk aversion caused by multiple 
versions of the “truth” (top concern of 41% of assurance executives)

Sales: Companies that consumerize their their B2B digital commerce sites by the end of this year 
will gain share and could see revenue increases of upwards of 25%; 83% access digital channels 
even at late stage of sales cycles

Source: CEB, A Unit of Gartner
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What are forwarding looking companies measuring?
Actions to Take: Build measurements that demonstrate clear value

$19M Higher gross
revenue per year 510% 3-year ROI 7 Months To payback

26% Higher gross productivity 
Data Governance teams

69% Less time to locate
reports/data 28% Less frequent data-

related errors 42% Less time to resolve 
data-related errors 

27% Higher gross productivity
Regulatory Compliance 
teams

23% Higher gross productivity
Business Intelligence and 
Analyst teams

Quality of Data

Efficiencies (Reach)

Topline Metrics

Source: IDC, May 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Number of employeesAverage: 44,700Median: 21,000Range: 1,200 to 155,400Number of IT staffAverage: 4,046Median: 1,751Range: 125 to 12,958Number of data-specific employees (BI, data scientists, data architects, etc.)Average: 659Median: 500Range: 42 to 2,500Number of compliance, risk and governance employees (financial, IT, business, legal risk, etc.)Average: 697Median: 150Range: 50 to 4,000Number of business applicationsAverage: 1,781Median: 1,650Range: 450 to 3,000Number of TBs, totalAverage: 2,658Median: 2,575Range: 800 to 5,000Revenue per yearAverage: $30.08BMedian: $5.30BRange: $193.2M to $126BCountries: United States (5), United Kingdom (3), Netherlands (1)Industries: Financial Services (3), Insurance (2), Pharmaceutical, Professional Services, Telecommunications, Utilities
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Contract Between Data Consumer & Provider
Moving Trust to the Forefront

Of consumers are willing to share 
personal information with a brand180%

Nearly

12017 SAP Hybris Global Consumer Insights Report
2Bridging the Trust Gap: The Hidden Landmine in Big Data, BCG, 2016

Amount customers reduce their 
spending by in the first year after 
finding about misuse of their data21/3

Reduce by

Using consumers data without their 
knowledge is #1 reason why they will 

not use brand again (80%)1
#1

Data
Consumer

Data
Provider

Data
Value

Transparency
Privacy
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Business Value of ‘Trust’, Keeping the Data Coming In

5

4

3

2

54321

Trust

Willingness to 
share data

Source: 2017 IBM Institute for Business Value Data Sharing Survey + Collibra
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Business Value of ‘Trust’

5

4

3

2

54321

Trust

Willingness to 
share data

Source: 2017 IBM Institute for Business Value Data Sharing Survey + Collibra

New Products
Improved Marketing/Sales
Enhanced Service

Improper Use
Lack of Transparency
Failed to Protect

Actions to take:
• Make ‘Trust’ a foundational part of your catalog efforts
• Recognize that it’s impact will be critical for broader data monetization and valuation
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FIND

Reporting
Analysis (Query, Usage)
Integration (Other)
GDPR
BCBS 239
CCAR Solvency II

New capabilities and new definitions are needed

TRUST

UNDERSTAND

Catalog

Data
Experience

Governance

Process Modeling
Policies
Stewardship
Reference Data
Certification
Helpdesk

Search/Browse/Recommendations
Crowdsourcing (Discussions, Ratings) 

Data Sharing
Personalization

Intelligence (AI/ML)
Helpdesk

Glossary
Dictionary

Metadata Repository
Lineage
Quality

Profiling
Sampling

Workflows (Rules)
Base Integrations (Tableau, AWS)

Automated Discovery, Tagging & 
Updating

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the core capabilities that an organization needs to consider across FIND, UNDERSTAND, and TRUST? As we mentioned on the previous slide, the foundation is the Catalog [NOT COLLIBRA PRODUCT CALLED CATALOG BUT CLIENT’S DEFINITION], which holds the key elements around the data Think of this as the catalog from your favorite eCommerce provider (height, weight, long description, short description, pictures, etc.) … only in this case they are:GlossaryDictionaryMetadata RepositoryLineageQualityProfilingSamplingWorkflows (Rules)Base Integrations (Tableau, AWS)Automated Discovery, Tagging & UpdatingThese can be both OFFENSE and DEFENSE.It is through the core Governance capabilities that TRUST around the various assets is established [Foundation of a good DEFENSE].  They include:Operating ModelProcess FlowsPoliciesStewardshipReference DataCertificationHelpdeskLastly, and the largest way we need to change and go on the OFFENSIVE, is in how we deliver on the end data customer experience to help them FIND and apply the insights to create new revenue and drive the digital business.  Core capabilities include:Search/Browse/RecommendationsCrowdsourcing (Discussions, Ratings) Data SharingPersonalizationIntelligence (AI/ML)HelpdeskHere are our core applications which fulfill many of these capabilities: Business Glossary: collaboratively agree on the definitions, rules, and policies that define the operational and organizational model for your personal data. Manage reviews and approvals, and make this information easily accessible to everyone who needs it. Understand the impact of data policy changes at the enterprise, departmental, and project level, and assess impact as you prepare your process inventory and supporting assets.Stewardship: enable data stewards to work collaboratively with subject matter experts and data owners through role-based dashboards and interactive views to assess risk and make governance decisions. Assign DPOs and CISOs different levels in the organization and define their responsibilities. Create processes using configurable workflows to effectively protect, share, and improve your data assets.Policy Manager: create, review, and update data policies related to personal data so they are adopted and enforced across your organization. Centralize all relevant regulations, document internal policies, safeguards, binding corporate rules, and contractual clauses, and determine how they interact with each other. Define issues and develop policies to address risks.Data Helpdesk: identify data errors so your organization can resolve them quickly. Route issues to the correct stakeholders for resolution. Apply data fixes across relevant datasets – according to established data governance controls.Catalog: find personal data that is used in business processes. Establish access request and approval processes to ensure that personal data remains in the hands of the right people for the right purpose. Establish data lineage and profiling. Track technology assets in dedicated registers or in the Catalog.Data Dictionary: document technical metadata. Document how it is used, as well as roles and responsibilities for it. Launch appropriate workflows to define, describe, and map data.Workflows:  manage the onboarding of processes of assets and their assets. Use to operationalize processes, resolve data gaps, and assure controls.  Scorecards and Dashboards: demonstrate compliance through standardized scorecards and role-based dashboards that monitor the status of your compliance activities. Reporting: Generate reports to understand behaviors and continuously improve user experience. Report on compliance activities and support risk management on an ongoing basis.
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Experience the Possibilities 
Reports, metrics, glossary

Data assets
Internal/External

Collaborate

Find

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather than talking about many of these capabilities and folks having to conceptualize there definition, I always feel like a picture or visuals is a much better way of communicating.  Let’s start with FIND There are many ways to discover the assets that are put into a catalog (search, browse, peer links, etc.) but once you get to the list, what is the experience?  How well does the tile quickly communicate what is the asset and is it what the person is looking for?  Does it showcase a range of assets like data, or metrics or reports?  Is the tile dynamic to communicate differently based on the asset type?  Additionally, you want to be able to include internally generated assets and those that are procured from the outside (ex. Nielsen Twitter TV Ratings)?  It needs to be tied into our security systems so that I am only seeing assets that I am allowed to see.  Lastly, it needs to demonstrate collaboration across users and the Business/IT (how do I get access?  I want access to a new data source not in the catalog, how do we make this happen?) [NEXT SLIDE]Next, as I am exploring the assets that are in the catalog, I want better UNDERSTAND various components …  how do I understand the quality of the data (is it integrated into our existing DQ tools?), I want to understand the lineage of this asset to ensure it contains the elements I am looking for and that they are coming from the right systems?  Once again, I want it to be visual, quick and simple … all in one place. [NEXT SLIDE]Lastly, I want to make sure I can TRUST the data.  How can I use the data?  Am I able to see PII or are they hidden for me (and not my analyst)?  How can I quickly look at and modify Policies?  Has this source be vetted by the right Stewards? Are the flows understood and can I see various hand-offs?  Can I drill into the various steps in this workflow simply?  Lastly, is there a quick and easy way for the end user in the data catalog to visually see the which assets have been certified so that they can quickly easily and confidentially complete their project? This is a quick walkthrough of our Data Governance Platform. It shows the NEW definition of what Governance can be.  And it ensures the right balance of OFFENSE and DEFENSE.
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Experience the Possibilities 

Data Quality

Lineage

Understand

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather than talking about many of these capabilities and folks having to conceptualize there definition, I always feel like a picture or visuals is a much better way of communicating.  Let’s start with FIND There are many ways to discover the assets that are put into a catalog (search, browse, peer links, etc.) but once you get to the list, what is the experience?  How well does the tile quickly communicate what is the asset and is it what the person is looking for?  Does it showcase a range of assets like data, or metrics or reports?  Is the tile dynamic to communicate differently based on the asset type?  Additionally, you want to be able to include internally generated assets and those that are procured from the outside (ex. Nielsen Twitter TV Ratings)?  It needs to be tied into our security systems so that I am only seeing assets that I am allowed to see.  Lastly, it needs to demonstrate collaboration across users and the Business/IT (how do I get access?  I want access to a new data source not in the catalog, how do we make this happen?) [NEXT SLIDE]Next, as I am exploring the assets that are in the catalog, I want better UNDERSTAND various components …  how do I understand the quality of the data (is it integrated into our existing DQ tools?), I want to understand the lineage of this asset to ensure it contains the elements I am looking for and that they are coming from the right systems?  Once again, I want it to be visual, quick and simple … all in one place. [NEXT SLIDE]Lastly, I want to make sure I can TRUST the data.  How can I use the data?  Am I able to see PII or are they hidden for me (and not my analyst)?  How can I quickly look at and modify Policies?  Has this source be vetted by the right Stewards? Are the flows understood and can I see various hand-offs?  Can I drill into the various steps in this workflow simply?  Lastly, is there a quick and easy way for the end user in the data catalog to visually see the which assets have been certified so that they can quickly easily and confidentially complete their project? This is a quick walkthrough of our Data Governance Platform. It shows the NEW definition of what Governance can be.  And it ensures the right balance of OFFENSE and DEFENSE.
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Experience the Possibilities 

Certification Workflow Policies

Trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather than talking about many of these capabilities and folks having to conceptualize there definition, I always feel like a picture or visuals is a much better way of communicating.  Let’s start with FIND There are many ways to discover the assets that are put into a catalog (search, browse, peer links, etc.) but once you get to the list, what is the experience?  How well does the tile quickly communicate what is the asset and is it what the person is looking for?  Does it showcase a range of assets like data, or metrics or reports?  Is the tile dynamic to communicate differently based on the asset type?  Additionally, you want to be able to include internally generated assets and those that are procured from the outside (ex. Nielsen Twitter TV Ratings)?  It needs to be tied into our security systems so that I am only seeing assets that I am allowed to see.  Lastly, it needs to demonstrate collaboration across users and the Business/IT (how do I get access?  I want access to a new data source not in the catalog, how do we make this happen?) [NEXT SLIDE]Next, as I am exploring the assets that are in the catalog, I want better UNDERSTAND various components …  how do I understand the quality of the data (is it integrated into our existing DQ tools?), I want to understand the lineage of this asset to ensure it contains the elements I am looking for and that they are coming from the right systems?  Once again, I want it to be visual, quick and simple … all in one place. [NEXT SLIDE]Lastly, I want to make sure I can TRUST the data.  How can I use the data?  Am I able to see PII or are they hidden for me (and not my analyst)?  How can I quickly look at and modify Policies?  Has this source be vetted by the right Stewards? Are the flows understood and can I see various hand-offs?  Can I drill into the various steps in this workflow simply?  Lastly, is there a quick and easy way for the end user in the data catalog to visually see the which assets have been certified so that they can quickly easily and confidentially complete their project? This is a quick walkthrough of our Data Governance Platform. It shows the NEW definition of what Governance can be.  And it ensures the right balance of OFFENSE and DEFENSE.
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No single way of approaching the problem

BI/Analytics Data Management Compliance & Risk
Management

Self-Service 
Analytics & BI

Regulatory Reporting
Compliance

Data Lake & 
Data Warehouse

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather than focusing on implementing ‘Data Governance’, we see more and more organizations looking at the challenges by use case and applying the right set of capabilities based on the maturity and model that best aligns.  Essentially, less ‘I need to implement Data Governance’ and more ‘we need to speed our Self-service analytics rollout to a broader audience of casual users.’ … Three of the most common use cases we see are highlighted below. If we start on the right-hand side. These will tend to be the more standard examples, looking for regulatory compliance on BCBS239 or CCAR, or more recently (and more broadly) GDPR. These cases it is about traceability and being able to report back to regulators that key actions are met. Another example is from George Washington University (GWU) representing 26k students over 10 campuses in the Washington, DC area.  Many do not normally see Universities in a highly-regulated industry, but due to broad reporting criteria in entitlements, they are early adopters of governance (Regulatory reporting, who has access, how can people access, etc.) Web cast link - https://www.collibra.com/landing_page/landing_pagegwu-tell-all-follow-their-data-governance-journey/ The middle use case emanates from originations that want to improve their MDM /Data Warehouse/data lake implementations by expanding access to the repositories but by also improving the management (and governance) of what goes into each effort.  DellEMC had this focus when looking across Customer, Product, and Vendor data sources.  Challenge was that Data sources kept growing and expanding, while they had to look at how to handle as data was going across various business (and having to deal with limited pool of data stewards).  Largest impact was on Sales and Marketing with their focus on lead generation and progression. Dell EMC - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lUzd0enmZLILast one is from Adobe.  They have moved quickly to becoming a digital business driven extensively from the data of their users. As they moved quickly to becoming a SaaS business, they could drive a lot more data based on customers … from prospect through usage to support. Their challenge was how to make it available across their company in a consistent fashion.  They had marketing articulating a metric one way while another part of the business having another representation.  They were looking at answering questions like what workflows in the product had the greatest usage and conversation, how is marketing mix for each campaign contributing to performance, how many unique customers do they have at each stage of the funnel?  Their focus was on delivering self-service, interactive access to hundreds of Tableau users was a key requirement, and governance was a key at each layer. Adobe presentation at Tableau Conference. Link will work after you register.  http://tclive.tableau.com/Library/Video?vCode=17BS-005 
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Key Takeaways

1

www.collibra.com

Digital disruption is an enterprise challenge 
… Data engagement is the answer 

2 Bring order to data chaos with Catalog 
and Governance … Approach, Reach, 
Value and Trust

3 Your journey will vary 
… New skills and capabilities required

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Takeaways:Digital disruption is an enterprise challenge … Data engagement is the answer Requires balance of offense and defense … Across Find, Understand and TrustYour journey will vary … New skills and capabilities requiredOne thing I always get asked is how do I learn from others.  How can I accelerate what I am doing?  I always say learn from the others in your industry.  Attending this event is a great start.  But also go to each vendors site and read their customer references … the why what and how … how they describe their journey.  For Collibra, it is under Resources --> Customer stories.You will also want to increase you skills and knowledge.  At Collibra we offer the the Collibra University where you can take online classes yes about our technology, but we also offer broader topics like Best Practices, Operating Models and Methods.  Learn from over 4000 of your peers in the Collibra community.If you aren’t ready, we offer a wide array of ways to build your knowledge so you can identify the right project and approach.  Collibra is not just a technology company … 
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Introducing Collibra
Maximizing the value of data through catalog and governance

What We Do How We Do IT What Makes Us Unique

BI & Analytics

Data Management

Data Engagement with Governance

Approach
• Business-user driven
• Collaboration between Business & IT
• Adaptable across industries/processes

Industry Leadership
• Largest Governance market share
• Leader with Analysts

Thought Leadership
• Community – 4000+ Practioners
• University – Building skills
• Coaching – Speed to value
• Expansive ecosystem of partners

Collibra allows data consumers to:

• Easily FIND the right data 
• Quickly UNDERSTAND what 

the data means
• Explicitly TRUST the data 

because its entire context is 
known

• Advance DATA PRIVACY in a 
changing regulatory 
environment

Data
Experience Catalog Governance

Data Privacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is self-describing.Approach:Business-user driven (Our experience is on real users from across the business)[NOT ON SIMPLIED VIEW] Single-focus on find, understand & trust (We were designed from beginning for this purpose … not to support selling of DM or Analytics)Collaboration between Business & IT (While being business-user driven, we also recognize and offer extensive capabilities for IT processes in support of governance … and the interactions between the 2 groups)Adaptable across industries/processes (Flexibility of the platform allows us to quickly adapt to horizontal processes (example: HR, Marketing, etc.) which may be specific based on an industry (example: CCAR, BCBS239, etc.)[NOT ON SIMPLIED VIEW] Extend investments through integration (we do not play in SSA or the DM spaces, therefore we can easily integrate across the multiple vendors that most organizations have)Industry LeadershipLargest Governance market shareLeader in Gartner Magic Quadrant [Gartner Magic Quadrant for Metadata Management Solutions, 2017]Leader in Forrester Wave [DO NOT MENTION AT GARTER][The Forrester Wave™: Data Governance Stewardship and Discovery Providers, Q2 2017]Thought LeadershipCommunity – 4000+ Practioners (Open community to learn from your peers in other organizations.  The ability to share and disseminate best-practices.  Considered to be industry leading)University – Building skills (Limited skills within organizations today.. Build yours and your organizations skills quickly for faster implementations and quicker results)Coaching – Speed to value (bring the experts into your organization.  The ultimate in speed of execution)Expansive ecosystem of partners (we know what we do and know what we DON’T do.  Partnerships on both complementary technology and implementation skills) 
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